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Introduction & Purpose
This document is designed to support your learning after attending or
watching the recording of Ento Fundamentals webinar “Introduction to
Rostering,” which was broadcast live on Wednesday 28th September, 12pm
(AEST). It is not intended to be a stand alone guide.

Learning Intentions
The objective of the webinar and this learning guide is to support you to be
able to:

1. Identify and resolve common roster alerts
2. Understand how the Ento Employee area communicates shifts and

supports employee engagement and self-management.

Summary of Key Concepts

Compliance Alerts
Roster alerts are your compliance ‘safety rails.’ They
let you know when you’re going off track so you can
course correct.

They come in two colours - red for ‘critical’ and yellow
for ‘low’ and may be triggered for a number of
reasons.

Reasons and types of alerts Example

Critical alerts

Clashing shifts An employee is assigned 2 shifts
on the same day.

Clashing shift and leave An employee is assigned a shift
when they have approved leave.

Critical or Low alerts, as per settings

Qualification and license
requirements breached

An employee must have a First
Aid Certificate to work particular
roles.

Award alerts
Minimum shift and break times
Max consecutive days worked
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Employees: Acknowledge, Drop, Swap and/or Give shifts
Depending on what your Organisation has set up in Ento, your workforce
may be able to acknowledge, drop, swap, or give away shifts, after you
publish your rosters.

Employee Shift Option Meaning Manager
approval?

Acknowledge An employee confirms they
will work a shift they have
been given.

Not required.

Swap An employee trades shifts
with someone else on the
same roster.

Your choice!

Give/Cover
Employee nominates a
specific person they wish to
give their shift to (without
receiving one in exchange).

Your choice!

Drop Employee requests not work
that shift

Always

Pickup Employee offers to work an
unassigned shift.

Always

Want to see what this looks like in the Ento Employee area? Check out How
do I accept, drop or swap shifts?
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Top Tips

Resolving alerts
1. Check the shift information panel on the roster, to identify or confirm

the cause of the alert.
2. As award rules can trigger alerts and employees are assigned to

different awards, the same schedule may trigger alerts for some
employees and not others.

3. To resolve shift clashes, drag and drop the shift card to quickly
reassign a shift to another employee.

4. To resolve a shift clashing with leave, you might reassign or delete the
shift, or retract the leave.

5. To resolve a qualifications alert, the Employee’s Core HR record will
need to be updated. See this Support Article for instructions.

6. For award based alerts, the action will depend on the specific reason
for the alert. Check the shift info panel for alert details.

7. If you’d rather not see pop-up alert notifications, update Settings >
Manager Permissions > Edit > Rostering > Rosters, award &
qualification alerts to Warn via alert colour only. (You may need a
Superuser to do this for you, if you don’t have access to Settings).

Employee Area and shift options
1. Confirm which shift options you make available to your workforce and

whether they are different for different groups of staff. If you have
access, check via Settings > Staff Permissions > Edit > Rostering area
(or ask your Superuser to confirm).

2. Not receiving email notifications for employee requests to swap, give,
drop or pick-up shifts?

a. To see which requests trigger an email, go to Settings >
Manager permissions > Edit > Notification Centre

b. Check your email spam inbox.
3. Need a quick explainer to share with your employees? Check out the

article How do I accept, drop or swap shifts?
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Suggested Learning Activities
The best way to learn and retain new knowledge and skills is to use it! Have a
go at the following tasks:

1. One a draft roster, create 2 shifts on the same day for a single
employee. Open the shift info panel and review the alert. Resolve the
shift clash by dragging and dropping the shift to a different day or
employee.

2. Once you’ve resolved the shift clash, select one of the shifts you and
click the ‘Shift details’ button at the top right-hand side. Review the
‘warnings’ column. Can you identify the

3. Review your rosters and any other alerts you see - are you unsure
about the meaning of any or how to resolve them? Reach out to your
Superuser if you have questions about what specific award alerts
mean in your business.

4. Review the Quick Start Guide for the Ento Employee Area, to refresh
your knowledge of how employees may acknowledge pending shifts,
and use the swap, give and drop options.

Remember to review the webinar recording for demonstration of the above
tasks, and revisit the top tips above.

Want training tailored to your business? Reach out to your account manager
or Ento Support on contact@ento.com if you’d like to have a conversation
about how our customised training services can help you get the most out of
Ento.
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